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Musical Virus
Dmitri Kitaenko has now recorded the complete Shostakovich symphonies with the Cologne
Gürzenich Orchestra, and a complete set of Piotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky's symphonies is to follow with
the same orchestra. Kai Luehrs-Kaiser met the Russian conductor in Leipzig and spoke with him
about his colleagues, Karajan, career – and of course, Tchaikovsky.
Mr Kitaenko, how did you learn such excellent German?
As a student I came to Vienna. At the beginning I only knew two words: “Ja” and “Nein”. That was
too little. Then the years in Frankfurt also helped. But really, a conductor shouldn't talk all that
much.
In yesterday's rehearsal of Brahms's First Symphony, you were mostly working on the
lyrical passages...
Because the loud sections take care of themselves. If a conductor concentrates too much on the
passages that are loud and fast, in my view the music loses its soul and retains only the bones.
Do you consider yourself to be a musical lyricist?
Yes, a dramatic-romantic lyricist. (he laughs)
In 1969 you were the winner of the first Herbert von Karajan Competition in Berlin. What did
you learn from Karajan?
I already knew Karajan from St. Petersburg through a master-class during the Berlin Philharmonic
tour. He said, “The orchestra will play very well by itself. Don't speak too much, and work on
whatever bothers you the most.” He spoke a great deal about tone. I had to conduct a difficult
pizzicato passage. I had absolutely no idea how, so I asked Karajan. “Very easy,” he said. “Close
your eyes – and then start beating.”
Did it work?
Of course! Another time, I was going to conduct Strauss' “Don Juan”, but with lots of emphasis and
numerous distinctly illuminated details. He told me, “My dear boy, if a man walks his dog, the dog
will wee on every single tree. If the man stops every time, he will never get anywhere and will stop
enjoying what he is doing. So, keep your mind on the goal and on the whole length of the path you
want to walk.” And that worked as well.
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Hans Swarowsky, your teacher in Vienna, had more pupils than anyone else, for instance,
Claudio Abbado, Mariss Jansons and Zubin Mehta. Was this because he was the best
teacher?
The most important thing for me were Swarowsky's razor-sharp analyses. I wasn't so enthused by
his baton technique. He was very strict and apodictic. I also found Vienna magnificent, especially
because of the wonderful concerts you could go to in those days.
Who in Vienna most left their mark on you?
Everyone was there! I could always go and listen to Ernest Ansermet, Rafael Kubelik or André
Cluytens. Every evening Cluytens conducted a different work in the opera house before heading
over to the Hotel Imperial, fresh as a daisy. Leo Ginzberg, my teacher in Moscow and at the same
time previously an assistant to Otto Klemperer, told me, “You have to conduct in such a relaxed
manner that you can manage Beethoven's Ninth ten times in a row.” Cluytens was the master of
precisely this art. Unbelievable!
The Moscow Philharmonic took you on in 1976 as successor to Kirill Kondrashin,
who had a very different temperament from yours. Did you completely re-fashion the
orchestra?
An interesting question. To this day I consider Kondrashin to be a fantastically precise musician,
whose idée fixe was rhythm. Ensemble stood out above all else. Colours, on the other hand, did
not interest him as much. For another five years after I took over from him the orchestra were still
recognisably a Kondrashin orchestra. It was frustrating. In rehearsals they followed me, but in
concerts it seemed as though they suddenly switched over to auto-pilot. Then came a very long
tour. Afterwards, it was as though the orchestra was transformed. Finally they had become free. My
motto to this day is: as little beating and as much singing as possible.
To what extent did Dmitri Shostakovich, the great figure of your early years, mark his
musical period?
Probably in the sense that Shostakovich was completely normal and unaffected with everyone.
Back then, nobody talked yet about “geniuses”, “stars”, or “superstars”. You were able to talk with
everyone in a very straightforward way. Even with David Oistrach, Richter, Gilels, and Mravinsky.
The attitude was: We don't know everything, so we can ask our elders. Shostakovich made an
effort to ensure any distance between him and young directors was dissipated instantly.
What sort of a person was Shostakovich in your view?
Shostakovich was a person who always suffered anxiety. Always! In rehearsal, in private, during
conversations with colleagues. And I think he was also always alone. Once, when I was conducting
“Katerina Izmailova,” I was with him at home. He spoke to me about his basic musical
understanding: “If it is slow, it should be very slow”, he said. “I know that many conductors want it
to be a little less extreme... That's bad!” He felt music should at times be arduous for the audience.
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Can you give an example of that?
For instance in the coda to the Fifth Symphony. Many colleagues conduct it like a proper D major
parade. Like a triumphal march. But it isn't like that. It portrays fear under dictatorship. Why are
there so many solos in Shostakovich's music? Because for him every instrument represents a
single individual, and this offered Shostakovich an opportunity to express his innermost feelings.
You are one of the few great conductors to have also worked with Walter Felsenstein. Did a
conductor ever have any say in things with him?
I was originally an assistant conductor in his Moscow production of “Carmen”. One week before the
première Felsenstein wanted to fly home, because he had fallen out with the original musical
director. The theatre was like an Icelandic volcano: ash clouds all around. And then I was proposed
as conductor. Felsenstein stayed. He was a grand old man, but an artistic friendship nevertheless
developed very quickly between us. After that he invited me to the Komische Oper. Felsenstein
was present at every orchestra rehearsal. In the break he said to me, “Thank you very much. Only
now have I understood how quiet I will have to be on stage.”
And yet you didn't stay longer?
I was impatient and stupid and told Felsenstein, “Dear Professor, I think this was our last project
together.” It is better to be undiplomatic for a short while than constantly dishonest. I didn't find the
singers at the Komische Oper entirely satisfactory. Dramatically they were admittedly magnificent.
Their training was tremendously hard. Discussions about quite short scenes would always take
forever. If three supporting actresses in “Carmen” were ill, Felsenstein would cancel the whole
performance.
Moving West in 1990 makes you, as it were, the last to go. Why did you leave it so late?
It was so practical in Russia. If I said “I need five rehearsals for this programme” they would salute
and answer, “Yes, sir!” During perestroika it wasn't necessarily easier for culture. New orchestras
were founded, which made it harder for the older ones. The Russian National Orchestra under
Mikhail Pletnev is one such example. Many musicians from the Moscow Philharmonic left us
because they would earn more there. The old institutions were bleeding to death. After some time,
I decided I didn't want to be a Don Quixote any more. I was 50 years old and I wanted something
new. Frankfurt came up at the right time. But I am not angry at my country.
Your are currently recording a new cycle of Tchaikovsky's symphonies with the Gürzenich
Orchestra in Cologne. Do you still consider the old recordings by Evgeny Mravinsky to be
definitive?
Definitely. They are a cornerstone. The quality of the orchestra perhaps was not as perfect as it is
today, and the same applies to the recording technology. But Mravinsky's fire still burns. And it
excites me! As far as I'm concerned, from a sociological point of view Tchaikovsky is popular, not
classical, music. Almost like Johann Strauss. After all, almost everyone can whistle “Swan Lake”
and “Nutcracker” just as they can “The Blue Danube”. The opening of the First Piano Concerto is
not much different. Tchaikovsky has released an unbelievable musical virus into the world which
infects almost everybody.
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So why an additional, new Tchaikovsky cycle?
Well, I can bring the experiences of my whole life to bear. It is, you could say, the sort of music
through which I can best demonstrate what I am capable of. And it is the world I come from. I have
actually been to the island of “Winter Daydreams”. The Second Symphony, the “Little Russian”,
includes recognisably Ukrainian folk songs, and my father was Ukrainian. I am tied to all corners of
these works. And to my way of thinking Tchaikovsky's music is essentially programme music in
which there still remain many undiscovered paths.
Do you consider Karajan's Tchaikovsky cycle to be truly idiomatic – or rather to be typical
of Karajan?
It is Karajan through and through. (silent)
The spectrum of your artistic friendships is incredibly broad. You also knew Leonard
Bernstein well. How come?
I was in Vienna and I was conducting “Boris Godunov” with Nicolai Ghiaurov. Bernstein was
conducting at the same time in the Musikverein. But it was no trouble making contact with him. His
heart was open to everyone. So I went to a rehearsal of his. He was conducting a phenomenal
Haydn Symphony. In the dressing room I took a photo of him and we had a smoke together. And a
drink. He told me he had been to one of my performances, and then he went down on his knees in
front of me and said, “The best 'Boris' of my life.” That was typical of Lenny. As a conductor I felt
he wasn't always completely convincing, technically. But I have never experienced a better
musician than him.
And the difference between the two of you was he drank whisky and you drank vodka?
No. I also drank whisky!
Did all these very different conductors get on well with one another?
I don't think so. Conductors go it alone. Look around: everyone has international conferences – it is
only conductors who do not. We are poor devils really, as we can never simply listen to music
normally. If I sit in the audience, all I hear is “The second oboe came in too late, and that passage
wasn't absolutely crisp.”
Would you say that you are an atypical conductor?
Probably. The diminutive of my name is “Dimo”, and I always call my style “Dimocracy.” I try not to
be unpleasant. Having said that, authority, patience, logic, and continuity remain the most
important things. I have enormous respect for everyone. If I am in a bad mood, the orchestra is not
to blame for it. Nevertheless, sometimes I am too direct. My relationship with animals helps me
though. I can talk to them. At home in the Swiss Gruyère, the stray cats have even arranged
amongst themselves taking turns to come and visit us. Our door is open to all.

English: John Furnborough
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